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LEADING MARS ANOMALISTS CHAT ON FACEBOOK ABOUT
ONGOING NASA COVERUP OF EVIDENCE OF LIFE ON MARS
Facebook is fast becoming the most popular social networking utility of our time. In this recent thread on
Facebook, leading Mars anomaly researchers Andrew D. Basiago and Emily E. Windsor-Cragg
discuss a mystery in contemporary Mars research – why evidence of life on Mars regularly appears in
NASA’s photographs from the Red Planet but NASA makes no public announcement that Mars is
inhabited. It has been suggested that NASA has been engaged in, to borrow a phrase from the
Watergate Era, a “public limited hang-out” of life on Mars, publishing the data while failing to affirm it, in a
quasi-disclosure aimed at gradually cultivating public awareness that Mars harbors life. Andy thinks that
NASA is caught between the Charybdis and Scylla of two contrary policy mandates – the decree
established by the Durant Report of the CIA’s Robertson Committee of 1952-53 to debunk all evidence of
extraterrestrial life and the NASA Act of 1958 that in creating NASA gave it a mission to foster “the
expansion of human knowledge of… space.” In this thread, Emily Cragg alleges that NASA has been
revealing life on Mars while ignoring it because NASA has imposed a code of silence on its employees.

Emily Cragg: Andy, We will force disclosure. NASA can no longer make pat denials, not in the face of
our evidence.

Andrew D. Basiago: Emily, I promise you that when Presidential recognition that Mars is inhabited
occurs, I will call you so that we can do high-fives over the phone!

Emily Cragg: NASA can no longer deny that they're defacing their own photographs. There are so
many errors of scale, with no focus, lousy resolution and inverted or extreme contrast, that they can’t hide
the content in their photos anymore. Even if we can't see exactly what is there, we can see what is not:
no desolation, no rock gardens. We see vegetation, water, human forms in all scales. How can NASA
keep denying what is patently obvious to all? Mars is a lively place! So are our Moon, Venus, and Titan!
So, what's the deal, here? Stupidity or perfidy? Believe me, it's hard to tell.
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Andrew D. Basiago: Emily, I don't know why NASA is doing such a poor job hiding the evidence of life
on Mars found in its images. Maybe the division that was tasked to do this is understaffed. That would
explain why the pregnant female humanoid in front of The Grotesque Humanoid Skull on the far right side
of PIA10214 was patched over but the male humanoid that I found on Tsiolkovski Ridge was not.

Emily Cragg: Honey, they never even look at their own photos. They are clueless, top-to-bottom,
because their employee manual, Article 2.45, states, quote: “No man or woman from this organization
shall refer any matters of unknown anomalies to any public source. Any intention to do so shall result in
immediate termination and prosecution to the full extent of the law." Nobody at NASA dares to actually
see any "anomalies." They will lose their jobs. So, they act like "Not-Sees”…

Andrew D. Basiago: Emily, One wonders, therefore, whether NASA actually stands for "Never a Sighted
Anomaly"!

Emily Cragg: Exactly! And I think it's probably the NSA's hand in NASA, based on the terms and
stipulations of the Greada and Tau-Nine Treaties (1954-2006) that prevents disclosure by NASA. They
will never “fess up" because they will lose their jobs if they do. And their jobs are more important to them
than anything else. Shrug...
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